Speculations at the scale of the body and broader scales beyond, and how space can be curated to respond to them, drive design considerations as investigations inform how these designs may sustain themselves for a future always in flux. Policies and inequities are challenged to induce shifts in various societal perceptions, especially for bodies that may not otherwise gain these recognitions. As a Native American female who has also collaborated with organizations with a focus on indigenous communities, I find exposure and bias reduction pertinent at the urban scale. Simultaneous processes of drawing, questioning, making, experimenting aid design intuition and project conception.
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The sweet disguise of sugar - a toxic veil of Imperialism, Capitalism, Pollution - masks the afterlife and residue of the plantation economy facilitated through a foreign giant and the shadows it casts now and in the future. The investigation began with looking internally at the earth and body's relationship with Land, Earth and Air. These informed further investigation into our body's specific relationship with the three and how we subconsciously interact with them. The COSUMAR Sugar refinery and neighboring workers' quarters in Casablanca was built in the 1920s, situated in a zone legally unfit for the French to live due to factory proximity and pollution as French owned factory looms over its housing site as it is practically in the home's backyard, like an oil rig in a sea of houses. The quarters are still owned and managed by the company who wants to expand the factory into the housing region. While the residents are essentially on an island curated by the capitalist giant who swaddles them with a surrounding wall with only 2 points of entry/exit. In initializing its relocation of residents, COSUMAR has made living conditions intentionally uncomfortable to make people want to leave. With the present-day displacement of worker's quarters residents by the company, residents transition from a forced life in environmental degradation to a new life of coerced relocation.

A dwelling, a settlement, an academy all in one - spaces of living become a daily space of learning and knowledge sharing, across generations and genders, through events as simple as dropping dough off at the baker's, attending a house gathering, or getting a trim at the barber's. This notion layers a new veil over the site that transforms from toxic corporations, their pollutants, and suffocating exploitations to one of filtration and protection, ridding the residents of the looming cloud of capitalism. This new veil gives agency to the residents in their new settlement through the removal of the corporation's poisoned infiltration as knowledge spreads.

A new facade system comprised of local woods and nanoparticle spray treated textiles that neutralize airborne pollutants entangles itself around and through the spaces of living and learning to blur capabilities and types of encounters. Creating a new form of living and learning in synergy with the ecologies already natural to the site, this dwelling: academy-settlement is a production of a new way of interrogating and unlearning the residues of the sweet masked toxic capitalist disguise.
The installation of multi-generational housing creates a performance in the neighborhood which remains stable and lacks temporality. Actors inhabit and execute daily life which is ever-changing within this structured installation; the only constant is that the actors’ lives and routines are perpetually in a state of flux. The levitating neighborhood hovers above the site, providing interconnected spaces that force exposure and interaction between the cast members, both below and within the complex.

The units act as a kit of parts, on an elemental level, which plug into one another and rely on the multi-scale overlapping series of structural grids. Horizontal spanning trusses, in which units hang from and stack upon, connect vertical public cores such that life exists within the in-between, the bridge. Each part within this kit acts as a cast member in the overall performance that is the installation of the overall structural complex. Material hierarchy denotes the recreation performed within each component creating shifting degrees of transparency and opacity. This network refigures to combine into vertical elements, lifting and bridging units together.

Seemingly random, the plan poses itself as a map of activities and possibilities for the pedestrian. Its only limits are the staggered and tectonic variations of physical textures reflected by the ground mirroring the overlapping structural grids of the housing complex hovering as a canopy above. Sheltered ground-level activities range throughout the seasons of the year, but remain accessible as the site opens itself to the sidewalk and street at multiple angles, blurring the boundary line.

Indoor and outdoor activities invert displaying curated moments of activated space. Through the shifting of heights, vertical cores connect that of above with that of below, providing the only anchor points that touch down and meld the private domestic with the vibrant community. Multiple relationships are established and explored in the show: housing unit-to-unit, unit-to-ground, unit-to-exterior, unit-to-circulation, and unit-to-public.
Research Question

By analyzing the written and architectural works of Buckminster Fuller through a lens of machine-oriented ontology, the question arises of whether prefabricated housing, modular components, or the man using them are the machine or merely a byproduct of the machine. While discussing these ideas in pursuit of an answer, the man's role in the prefabricated home and the boundary of what qualifies as a machine will be explored through a linkage of historical ideas and emerging contemporary issues.

Abstract

The relationship between the human as an individual and the tool as a machine has long been analyzed as the human has arguably morphed to create a blurred distinction between the two actors. Is humanity a machine itself? Or does humanity still possess enough agency to be the god of the machine? This translates from the body of the individual to the body of the society at large as today's social infrastructures rely on modern technologies, systematic routines, and contemporary infrastructures to function. This has especially proven true with recent global pandemics and natural disasters which have severely handicapped all powers at large. Can a cognitive human even exist today in this system without the advent of tools? Tools have always defined what it means to be a human as the rise of nations and cultures were created around the machines at specific locations at specific points in time. Those distinctions are what have produced modern mass-cultures as tools beget other tools. Layers of machines ripple out from the human at the center, who becomes one of the machines themselves. The question then transgresses past 'are we a machine?' to 'when did we become the machine?' It is not a new observation or question as to whether or not the individual body or the social body is a tool but is a question of how far back into history we should examine bodies on an ontological and epistemological level. This research aims to link historical and theoretical ideas with contemporary issues and tools that are emerging and relevant today. This link is specifically manufactured through an in-depth look into Buckminster Fuller's writings as they contradict and overlap with his prefabricated housing design. These issues and
contradictions are then analyzed through the lens of machine-oriented ontology (MOO) which declares the notion that everything, living and inanimate, are machines. It could be argued that through his claims about the purpose and components of the prefabricated dwelling and what we know to be true of MOO, Fuller himself is calling the house a machine. However, in reading his texts, he believes the man within the dwelling to be the machine. Are there layers of machines that can be divided by their tendencies? Does Fuller carry out his belief of man as the machine in his architecture? How far can the definition of machines be stretched when comparing these works, theories, and writings?

Review of Existing Literature

To analyze the relationship and contradictions between the prefabricated housing of Buckminster Fuller and the human, or the inhabitant, with an overarching debate of who or what acts as the machine in this relationship, historic texts on Fuller's ideas of man versus machine must be overlapped with commentary on his prefabricated housing designs in addition to contemporary theories on machine-oriented ontology. The paper will cross-reference key primary resources and opinions by experts on the topics at hand, pointing out contradictions to better inform answers to questions on the machine's reach and who or what qualifies as the machine themselves. In the chapter titled "The Phantom Captain" in Nine Chairs to the Moon, Fuller makes the claim that the relationship between man and machine are closely interwoven. Man is not the god of the machine, but he is the machine and the machine is his 'captain'. Meanwhile, while Levi Bryant, a recent psychoanalyst and philosophy professor, does not disagree with Fuller's equation of man to machine, he argues "that every entity or substance is a machine." Bryant's conversations with Christos Stergiou begins to bridge the gap between Fuller's written arguments and his drawn architectural works. While the argument in "The Phantom Captain" revolves around the man's relationship to the machines he uses, his earlier design work of the prefabricated and modular Dymaxion House seemingly contradicts his argument as he produces a house itself which acts as a machine of living. William Jordy draws attention to this house and its mechanical core which serves as the hub of the self-sufficient home. In this analysis of Fuller's design for a prefabricated home, the user and inhabitant are never mentioned nor discussed. His argument and primary thesis that the man is a machine becomes an ironic element to his architectural venture as he designed a machine that negates the need for or thought of an inhabitant. The man, in this case, becomes a cog in the dwelling and not a machine himself. The research will move forward to discuss not only the man as the machine versus the dwelling as a machine, but will reignite the idea of machine-oriented ontology in relation to the house and its prefabricated methodology. The very core of prefabricated buildings is that they lack a specific context throughout their design phase and construction. If Marshall McLuhan's assumptions in "The Invisible Environment: The Future of an Illusion" are to be held into account in this debate of machine qualifications, the very notion that the house lacks a presumed environment upon conception poses an inherent dilemma. He argues that it is the environment, natural or programmed, which acts as a machine for education. In analyzing each of these arguments, prefabricated housing in a more general scheme, beyond Fuller's Dymaxion House, will be looked to in order to understand the boundary of the digital or physical environment's role in the larger machine dynamic.

Method

This constructivist theme renews theoretical notions of Machine-Oriented Ontology (MOO) prevalent in earlier texts and physical architectural projects. The modern architectural discourse aims to separate theoretical constructs from built or designed works of the profession, deeming one more practical than the other. By looking more closely into the texts such as those by Buckminster Fuller, Levi Bryant, and Marshall McLuhan, it is easy to find relevant parallels in the discourse that have transgressed texts into contemporary physical and virtual platforms. Neglecting these assumptions and refusing to interrogate the works separates architecture into restricted and uninforming binaries and decontextualizes themes and significant constructs. Not only is this research assuming a new position by cross analyzing early twentieth century works with twenty-first century theories, it is also surpassing the normal approach by interrelating these theories with the contemporary housing and building method trends of prefabricated housing construction. By looking beyond the mere aesthetics and standard features typically worthy of analysis in Fuller's architectural works such as his Dymaxion House, discoveries can be made which impact all works of architecture, the building user, and how humanity experiences the world around them. Works that are seemingly trivial, as they did not meet their full potential for weight in the debate of larger overarching themes of anthropological and philosophical importance. Continuing this research fills gaps in a multitude of discourses which fundamentally impact life, media, interactions, environments, physical and digital landscapes, labor, and more. Approaching these issues with a foundation of interdisciplinary works, texts, and projects broadens the field of possible discoveries that could be made as there is a lack of binaries and homogeneity in the process. Firsthand accounts of theorists and philosophers and as interviews and commentary will be used in this research. Documents from both the time of project or theory fruition as well as later findings are both mandated to ensure a more well-rounded understanding of the topics at hand.
The pursuit of understanding and defining humanity has been on the forefront of writings, research, and philosophy since the dawn of time.

Anthropologically, the relationships of humans and the tools used continue to be researched as the two have begun to morph into one, disintegrating early noticeable distinctions.

Through the overlap of written and physical architectural works and research, the relationship between man and machine transcends the limitations of the other, extending to both the environment and the dwelling. This cross-pollination of canonical writings and the prefabricated housing design of Buckminster Fuller with the contemporary philosophy of machine-oriented ontology situates both the human and the home as a machine, furthering this transgression to the environment and thus interrogating the fundamental site-less nature of a prefabricated dwelling.

What is a Machine Defined As?

A. According to Buckminster Fuller, the human is the machine and the machine is the human: the two in tandem have become one.

1. The machine has become an extension of the human to the extent that it is the driving factor of mankind.

a. "Inevitably, the captain's habitual association of his infinite self with his subconsciously subservient mechanisms has inclined him to a dual 'presumption': (1) that this mechanism is an ACTUAL (by extension) part of his phantom self, whereas it is purely an electro-chemical combination of inanimate energy molecules that are intrinsically the ship the phantom captain commands, and (2) an attitude of ownership of his machine for his 'permanent possession,' whereas in reality it is only temporarily in his custody."

2. Not only have man and machine become one, machine has control over the man as technology has evolved to the 'captain' of humans; without it humans are biological pools without agency yet humans biological remain as a machine.

a. "These are two main types of phantom-captured mechanisms, differing only in their machinery for the reproduction of miniature replicas of themselves (a manufacturing process)..."

i. The outward and the inward biological and chemical makeup of humanity are machines constantly in the mode of production, a continuous state of flux.

B. The philosophy of Machine-Oriented Ontology (MCO) deems that everything, no matter the scale, is a machine; these tendencies are not limited to humanity.

1. While everything, physical or digital, animate or inanimate, may be classified as a machine, these may be further classified into subcategorizations as they do not perform the same functions.

a. "I argue that every entity or substance is a machine. Machines are defined by their operations or powers (capacities)."

2. Machines are not limited to objects or tangible entities, they are also unseen actors and agents with a purpose, impact, or method.

a. "...as machines are processes, we can also call them events. They are events in the sense that they are happenings or occurrences that have a duration or that continue for a certain period of time."

Prefabricated Housing: The Dymaxion House as a Machine

A. Buckminster Fuller, who argues that the man solely is the machine, ironically produces a canonical prefabricated house that acts as a machine for living and abandons the articulation or role of the human.

1. The Dymaxion House was a prefabricated house with a well-rounded mechanical core filled with every amenity to keep the home running on its own, without human intervention.

a. "In 1977 Fuller had already created a model of his mast-hung, stamped-aluminum Dymaxion House, with a mechanical core which provided cooking facilities, plumbing, heating, ventilation and even music."

2. The home functions as a machine mechanically, structurally, systematically, and even visually as its materiality and form surpasses futurism to a machine-age aesthetic. All of which negates the man's place as the machine, thus contradicting Fuller's written works by placing the home in the position of the machine.

a. "...thus making it briefly seem that these forms were significantly related to the man..."

B. The human acts as a cog in the machine in the dynamic that Fuller has produced through his housing design, as he does not place an emphasis on the man in this newly derived prefabricated symbiosis.

1. In addition to the man as the inhabitant, Fuller informs a new role for humans in the process of the prefabricated house.

a. "...dropped into a foundation and then connected to water, electricity, and gas, posed a strong challenge to what he saw as the antiquated building trades with their hierarchies of carpenters, bricklayers, and masons."

The Stretch of the Machine: How Far is the Reach, Where does Prefabricated Housing Lie?

A. The fundamental characteristic of all prefabricated buildings and homes are that they are decontextualized to serve a greater purpose of mass production, one-size-fits-all.

1. The appeal of prefabricated housing is becoming a contemporary sustainable and affordable trend as they can be mass-produced and transported to multiple sites, negating hurdles of various geographies or contexts; the 'machine' engulfs the factory construction process, to the transportation, to the assembly.

a. "...an assembly line cut[s] down costs because factories buy supplies in bulk...you don't have to send carpenters, plumbers, and electricians to individual construction sites. And a faster build time..."

B. In accordance with previously interrogated theories on machine classifications, this method of production places the home as a machine before it becomes a machine for living.
B. Marshall McLuhan negates Buckminster Fuller by theorizing that man is not 
machine, but environment is machine: both physical and virtual.

1. The environment is a machine for learning, constantly being informed by other 
machines, technologies, and kinetic bodies.

a. "One way of putting this is to say that our children today live in a world in which 
the environment itself is a teaching machine made of electric information."

2. "Teasing the prefabricated home out of a specific environment provides the 
structure with a multiplicity of environments which further promotes the 
fluctuating and auto-epistemic nature of the prefabricated home as the ultimate 
machine.

a. "Environments are not just containers, but are processes that change the content 
totally. New media are new environments...One related consideration is that 
anti-environments, or counter-environments created by the artist, are indispensable 
means of becoming aware of the environment, in which we live and of the 
environments we create for ourselves technically."

A. The expansion of tools into the everyday lives of humanity has manufactured a 
blurry distinction between machines, people, and the buildings they reside in or 
create, so much so that some theorists now deem the multitude of objects as 
having one linking characteristic: the machine.

1. Can a cognitive human exist today in this system without the advent of 
technology? Are there layers of machines that can be divided by their 
tendencies?

B. Buckminster Fuller's theories and writings ironically contradict his 
prefabricated design of the Dymaxion House in accordance with the ideals of 
machine-oriented ontology and the fundamental characteristics of 
prefabricated constructions.

1. Machines are generating machines for domesticity which then manufactures 
layers of machines separated by tendencies.
FILTERED CORROSION

Core 2 Studio Spring 2021  Critic: Karla Rothstein  Education and Community Showcase Center

The school of the past is eroded with varying intensities as formal gestures infiltrate multiple space typologies to enhance discoveries through interconnected views. With this, there is a removal of the agents, which divide the disciplines, to yield a more intense level of curiosity and engagement. Transparent voids open the building, forming a fluid connection across pedagogical types. This increased level of formal engagement and reduction of barriers stimulates curiosities by creating a desire to learn in a provocative environment which negates uniformity and the connotations of a classroom as a cell.

Classrooms are comprised of moving pieces that can be engaged with as they increase the building's temporality. Daily deposits of student-produced works and small-scale performance pieces are aggregated into basins where building users can observe new additions in this ever-changing gallery-like exhibition space.

In the summer, the facility can be used as a display for emerging forms of knowledge. Basins and moveable classroom partitions become repurposed for local NYC innovators and creatives to exhibit their works and research in this multi-disciplinary workspace for the community to view and discover. Dynamic spaces produce a variety of uses as a result of the novel forms which act as the primary catalyst to facilitate interactions between the student body, social body, and opportunities for greater discoveries.

Curiosities of students, faculty, and locals are stimulated and answers to rising questions are pursued.
NYC MEDIA COLLABORATIVE

Core 1 Studio Fall 2020 ■ Critic: Anna Puljhaner ■ Pop-up Media Production and Display Event

Data on the economics, race, and consumer culture of the Upper West Side each display the social boundaries and a resulting amount of bias that exists. In addition to being felt, this sensation can be seen through business typologies and their locations; from high-end consumption to necessity-based retail. Additionally, in a sequence of specific advertisements found in two major areas of the site, there is a dramatic difference in the types that are being displayed and the social targeting that influences human bias.

In order to combat this saturation of advertisements and their impacts, this design utilizes reused scaffolding materials and decreases the potential for the population to be manipulated through advertisements. This proposal would be mobile by existing at different locations weekly. These are public and on a common ground with various racial and economic groups of the UWS in order to address the existence of bias, and the consumers’ social identity.

The NYC Media Collaborative Pop-Up provides activities and resources as a place where people can participate and exert their own agency in what is interacted with by residents at large as the community will re-negotiate what the site’s ads broadcast. Media exerts power, agency, and voice and this will encourage bias reduction, where there will be a greater subconscious openness to belonging. Residents who may not normally feel a sense of place in certain retail zones will begin to feel like they could belong, blurring out the current media’s social targeting that designates who can exist where on the site. With this also there would be a breakdown of the built-up bias for or against users or companies.
Amazon Prime and the Racetet Algorithms

The company’s algorithms tell teller to deliver Prime Free Same Day Delivery service but at all delivery locations and data centers that score to racial indicators.

Amazon Prime and the Economics of Race

Some Amazon Prime services seem to exclude many predominantly black zip codes.

AMAZON WORKFORCE
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FOR - AGAINST
The Contemporary Spring 2022  ■  Prof. Bernard Tschumi  ■  Selected Excerpts From Weekly Readings and Responses

Session 02
For:
Typologies and specifications remain constant as architects and non-architects aim to identify and classify elements and buildings like specimen in a taxonomy. Bredings of program, function, aesthetic, economics, and energy ratings are outlined for categorizations, tax purposes, building codes, publics/non-publics, and more. Many cross-pollinate yet remain subject to a label.

Against:
Vidler’s argument of the three typologies has become outdated; we have transgressed the third typology and are now on our fourth or fifth. The third discusses nature as element but negates the current issues we’re experiencing with nature and resources. The scale, beyond the city, now addresses global concerns.

Session 03
For:
The notion of viewing and objectification of an inanimate or even human figures, discussed by Colquhoun, in architecture remain a consideration today as thoughts and opinions on design and who or what we are designing for persists. Hay’s commentary on the viewing subjects, planes of perception, the moment of encounter, and how each of these projects an outward or inward force onto the subject remains a valuable debate today. Who or what is the subject, and how do we articulate these moments to accommodate an unidentified subject? Hay quotes Hejduk and states “you are not just looking at it: you are in it... you become an element of an internal system of organisms” (Encounter, 97). Colquhoun futhers this thought as he questions the imagination and technology’s role in this overall relationship of an object’s ontology; technology has created a separation between means and ends (Essays in Architectural Criticism, 167). This creates an environment in a state of becoming as objects, humans, and architectural elements each transgress the other and undergo role swapping constantly. Every object has an impact on one another. The human impacts the element, the element the earth, the earth the human, and so on. Each exuberates and penetrates the other with an unseen force that is constantly causing a reaction.
Against:
The notion that architecture is restricted to the binaries of sign versus signified or duck versus shed is outdated. We have limited ourselves to many binaries in design and aim to label every element in which we interact. Architecture is more than "the sign which is the building and the sign which fronts the building" (On Ducks and Decoration, 447). Technology, art, music, and more have all entered the realm of the built environment and led to a production of sampling that transgresses the 'duck and the shed' narratives. A shopping center needs neither a sign nor a formal gesture hinting to the stores in which it possesses for one to know that the building is a commercial shopping center. There has become a sense of rhythm, repetition, and recognition that the consumer is inherently aware of without the architectural binary that Scott Brown and Venturi have detailed. Housing typologies, restaurants, institutions, and more could all be argued to surpass the duck and shed, yet still be recognized for what they are, even when designed in a different style and generation.

Session 05
Far:
I agree with Gehry's discussions on the design process, relationships of art composition and building compositions, and materiality. Through his commentaries, he is able to relate the more conceptual notions of movement, art, or objects to the more practice-related notions of construction methods and materials. This ability to interrelate such seemingly juxtaposing concepts is an ability many designers and architects attempt regularly. Gehry makes the comments that "from the very beginning [he] was worried about the translation of ideas through the many people involved in the process of making a building. They frequently drain the structure and power out of an idea" (Gehry Talks, 46). This remains to be a very commonly discussed predicament that architects face during the fruition of their designs. Gehry goes on to say "you have to think of the finished building" in order to have "a building that [has] feeling, genuine passion" (Gehry Talks, 46). Although many do not see the need for a space to evoke feeling, I agree with the high regard in which Gehry places this relationship of many components. It is important for these relationships to persist as their impacts heavily expand beyond the boundary of the building.

Against:
While Derrida is not inherently wrong in his claims, he seems to be limiting architecture by reducing it to the building itself. This reduction negates nature, economics, a building's inhabitant, and most that others seem to acknowledge through their texts. Derrida claims "we must recognize in it [architecture] an artifact, a construction, a monument... it is not natural!" (A, 573). Derrida's claim is not inherently false, but it is outdated and restrictive to not then claim the natural as an architecture as well. He aims his focus to the building and the warped and biased history of the building. Yes, a building is manmade and not entirely natural, but nature itself is also its own architecture. This cannot be ignored as we gain a lot of our understanding of architecture from nature.

Session 07
Far:
In Philip Ursprung's text on minimalism and minimal art, he comments on Donald Judd's ideas about the scale and complexity of art as it relates to minimalism maintains relevant as we continue to debate claims like "less is more". "the whole is greater than the sum of its parts," and "ornament is crime." The new art he describes acknowledges more than medium and technique as it invites the surroundings to become a part of the overall performance. As a sculpture is made up of individual elements the impression should not be given that some are subordinate to or serve others" yet they work in balance with one another to produce a sense of a whole (Ursprung). Instead of looking at minimalism as a reduction of elements, this concept speaks something minimal by adding features and broadening the scope. Sometimes stripping an item down to its raw component only increases complexity and reduces its minimalistic value. The atmosphere, feeling, visuals, and composition designers create speak more to the binary of ornament versus minimalism than just an image or piece at face value. A grand seemingly simple gesture is no longer minimal when increased to a certain scale or positioned at a specific intimidating angle as it evokes certain senses that something more seemingly complex at a different scale or angle does not.

Against:
Ilka and Andreas Ruby go on further to discuss Donald Judd and his ideas behind minimalism as it relates to the dialect between art and architecture. However, their discussion maintains a separation between the two elements of art and space and how each distinctively have an impact on the other. They should be viewing and contemplating these two as parts of a greater whole, two becoming one. It is naïve to think the two parts should be maintained as separate entities. The author continues to relate elements into binaries through the discussion of inside versus outside and how each relate to the atmospheric interpretation of minimalism. They yet again separate art and architecture by stating that "in contrast to artworks, [buildings] do have an interior space that in the utilitarian sense, also represents their raison d'être, the primary social experience of architecture includes both the surrounding space (outside) and their internal space" (Ruby 21). Art and architecture are one and furthermore become one when they are physically introduced to each other. Setting them apart from one another and writing about them, and inside versus outside, negates minimalism and only increases complexity.

Session 08
Far:
The Politics of the Envelope discusses topics that still maintain their relevancy as the conversations on envelopes and their compositions persist. The text provides ample examples that prove that a building’s envelope surpasses a practical feature of shelter, but becomes something of symbology, sustainability, psychology, aesthetics, and more. The envelope impacts those within and those outside of the building whether it be through the sheer materiality or the form. A feeling or sensation is evoked for both humans and those that are more than human. The ‘materiality and tessellation of the surface become critical.
design mechanisms mediating between simultaneous demands for iconicity and immunization” that absorb or defy the idea of signification, architectural expression, or context. Every detail cannot be thought of in isolation as each has an impact on the other, as well as in a much broader scheme. This text raises many issues that are not commonly thought of when the design is coming to fruition. The minimalism or added adornment of ornamentation is a choice that will inevitably have an impact on many scales. Are we viewing envelopes or cladding as merely a piece of the design that needs to meet a specific aesthetic? Or are we viewing it as its own project with its own identity in itself?

Against:

In the writing, The Art Architecture Complex, Hal Foster describes the façade of City Hall in London that is advertised as ecological and accountable. The system is said to be technologically advanced and beneficial for public relations. The transparency of the ecological façade “might be associated with the political or administrative workings of the client,” which are typically the opposite of transparent. Ecological façades or building features transgress merely the materiality or the construction to a point of the impact it has on the environment or people who encounter it. When the transparency becomes a selling point for the ability of the public to watch or observe the policy makers within in order to hold the politicians accountable, it becomes a much less ‘green’ or ‘ecological’ feature as it produces the same problematic psychological phenomena as the Panopticon. These features should be considered in more depth than simply deemed as green just because they have less of a carbon footprint during construction or because they provide natural light into the building. If the user is uncomfortable mentally or physically or if the birds fly into the façade because it reflects the sky, it is no longer green and clean. Envelopes, like many other building features, should be considered more holistically from the point of fruition to the point of the building’s future life, renovation, or demise.
KILLING TO LIVE(ING)

Adv 4 Studio Spring 2022  ■  Critic: Nahyun Hwang  ■  More Than Human Sanctuary
Collaborator: Alex He

The Hudson Valley is often a place of escape and rest for the select few; however, it became apparent that this place of refuge is resting on the support of the many—specifically animals or those that are more than human. By following the life trajectories of various species, we discovered how animal labor and commerce are the driving forces behind the site typologies and facilities which they reside within or pass through—and ultimately determine when they meet their date of expiration.

We narrowed our focus on hunting preserves and specifically chose the TMT Hunting Preserve in Staatsburg, Dutchess County, NY as our site. The research and design proposals plan to respond to the site evolutions and ecological conditions utilizing current existing structures from the site.

Through a series of interventions that range in typologies for the benefit and wellbeing of animals on a large domestic-to-wild spectrum, the existing human-centric voyeurism disintegrates and animals become autonomous and personified. The proposals address just a few animals that will be residing on the site: deer, birds, and cattle and made a series of interventions across the site (Figure 7.12) to address the needs and wellbeing of these selected characters.

Over time, the presence of the human will become less apparent and the animal’s self-sustenance and interactions will increase. Each animal, from the domesticated to the farmed to the wild, re-connects with its own ontology and gains agency, which the project begins to navigate through by creating a platform to amplify these origins and overlaps.
This project is a new type of sweat lodge that encapsulates issues of climate change, spirituality, and indigenous sovereignty for the people of Navajo Nation.

Drawing upon traditional sweat lodge architecture, a hybrid of past techniques and future technologies manifest to form a new space of biomaterials, projections, and steam. There is a constant oscillation of one’s connection and focus on Water, Earth, and Air - holy elements of the ritual. AI is an agent just as much as the heat. Traditional stories from the elders and daily secular water consumption data will train the system to produce engulfing visuals sparking hypnosis and hallucinations with an inherent message of the climate future. Digital projections, medicinal herbs, drumming, high temperatures, and technological wall additions that preserve and channel water data all play into the user’s practice and an immersive digital experience is manufactured that engages all five senses.

Water agreements between Native reservations and their non-reservation surroundings incite political unrest as water infrastructure is monopolized so the vulnerable are left with no choice other than to migrate. Spiritual practice binds to secular necessities as the rate of drought and evaporation are decreased, reducing territorial monopolies and the resulting migration of the ToHailee tribe community, a subgroup of Navajo Nation, who are amongst the most vulnerable to climate change. The Sweat Lodge tradition, under threat, is preserved for future generations and empowered to become more accessible with customized introspective experiences that respond to water status and data-trained feedback loops - increasing the ritual's recognition by providing new technologies to conserve water and the practice.

Each participant undergoes a unique experience based on their own introspections and reactions to the senses that are being stimulated. To dissolve the boundary between non-reservation and reservation and the discrepancies in water qualities, governmental funding shifts to these infrastructures from grants that are working to give equal access to clean water. This movement will shift the reliance and use of water to a minimal amount, increase preservation, and ultimately protect this cultural practice, all with the goal to reduce CO2 emissions as a result of mitigating migrations from a tribe by simulating and empowering a ritual at a larger generational scale, and everything there is to learn.
A POPOVA TAXONOMY

Architecture Apropos Art Spring 2021  Profs: Steven Holl + Dimitra Tsachrelia

The design seminar focuses on Art's relation to Architecture through the lens of 21st century works. This analysis specifically investigates Lyubov Popova's early 1900s art through the lens of Colin Rowe and Robert Shatzky's "Literal and Phenomenal Transparency" of the 1960s. Works that can be classified as 'literal' are each manufactured in different styles but translate an obvious level of transparency as they allow the audience to see directly into what lies beyond without independent assumptions.

Moments of this phenomena are highlighted and cut out to better understand the superimposition of the plane preceding the body lying beyond, with little left to the imagination of the viewer. Meanwhile, some of Popova's mid-to-late paintings embody phenomenal transparency, which exists through abstraction and relies on a higher level of inferencing by the observer. It is seen when she articulates the planes with an abstracted notion of space. The cutouts isolated lose their inherent essence and create new understandings of what could lie beyond the rectangular planes. Missing information is less resolved in the mind of the observer.

By reorienting the fragments into a more uniform tapestry and stripping them from their origins, they can be re-understood as a kit of parts that may evoke specific phenomena, understandings, or misunderstandings in the minds of the observer. Breaking these members forces the unknown to become more knowable. From this tapestry of transparent members, new typologies can be manifested by breeding the elements and cross-pollination of Popova's works. A series of breedings marry one literal transparent element to one phenomenological transparent element to suggest a new idea where the phenomenal can be re-understood as literal and vice versa. New moments exist where non-existent forms can be implied and understood to lie beyond the layers and continuing lines transgress from one work of art to another.

A final breeding produces a new organism which embodies both the literal and phenomenal form of transparency with assumptions made by the viewer. Angles and geometries from one painting appear to be in continuation with fragments from another as the eye moves to understand what does or does not or could or could not lie beyond.
ASSEMBLED FIGURES

Transitioning Geometries Fall 2022  ■  Prof: Joshua Jordan  ■  Interlocking Stackable Cast Tiles

The works illustrate the designing and fabricating of physical tiles through iterations of two-dimensional diagramming and patterning and three-dimensional moments of connectivity or simultaneous tensions. Juxtaposition and form and contour are encouraged to explore sub-patterns and pattern terminations. Two resulting tile groups explore tesselated curved boundaries with a simultaneous and intentional asymmetrical extruding to inform a rotation when joined in a repeated pattern.

There are opportunities for z-axis rotations when stacked that produce an entirely unique system (Figure 10.2) independent of the tile's inherent desire to be repeated and stacked without adjustment (Figure 10.0). Digitally modeled iterations were 3D printed and coated in clay on curved edges to further separate the textured curved edge from the smoothly printed flat faces. These were cast to produce silicone molds. From a new grid to digitally modeled and elevated corners, Rocktile masses were cast repeatedly, in the custom silicone molds, for two design iterations (Figure 10.1 and 10.3).

Variables of Rocktile Water ratios, pour levels, and cure times all impacted the resulting tile's color, texture, and height - thus offering a multitude of tiling pattern options.
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